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TRACES (the Transition to Adulthood and collective Experiences Survey) is a scientific research programme that is intended to compile information on the collective experiences of young adults from the 1990s until the present day. TRACES was developed in two phases. In the first phase, which was financed by the Swiss National Science Foundation (SNF fund No 101412-103664; Dario Spini, main applicant; Rene Levy, co-applicant), different exploratory analyses were undertaken to prepare the main TRACES study. These analyses were partially a continuation of the research programme on human rights as social representation, directed by Willem Doise (Doise 2002; Spini and Doise 2005), and they included analyses of the data from the People on War survey (Greenberg Research Inc. 1999) conducted during and following a collaboration with the International Committee of the Red Cross (Elcheroth 2006; Spini et al. 2008). On this basis, a pilot study in four countries from the former Yugoslavia was conducted in December 2004 in collaboration with Dino Djipa and his team from PRISM Research in Sarajevo (see Spini et al. 2011). All of these studies clearly indicated that attitudes towards rights were related to contextual factors that include both temporal dimensions (e.g., life trajectories and historical time) and collective dimensions (e.g., collective experiences and collective vulnerability) and that both types of dimensions should be innovatively incorporated into our theories and methods.
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organised the general logistics of the process. Marina Franic-Kadic was the PRISM project leader for TRACES and provided first-hand documentation of the fieldwork for the study’s overall methodological report (Spini et al. 2011).
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This book is not a research text intended for researchers only. The scholars who were involved in the making of this book are committed to conducting research that is relevant to society, and our work together has generated a dialogue with individuals from the media as well as the political and humanitarian arenas. This dialogue has supplemented our academic work with direct, on-the-ground experience and attention to practical issues. This willingness to discuss applied and contextualised issues publicly was visible in the diverse public lectures and exhibition activities that were financed by the Anthropos fund at the University of Lausanne and co-ordinated with a great deal of commitment by Sabina Rondic first, and then by Anne-Romaine Favre Zuppinger. Some participants in these dialogues were also willing to write down their thoughts as privileged witnesses of the processes in which we were interested: Svetlana Broz, Ivana Macek, and Florence Hartmann. Their texts are presented here as Voices.
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